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Abstract: Environmental concerns and economic constraints have led to increasing installations of
mixed conductor circuits comprising underground cables (UGCs) and overhead transmission lines
(OHLs). Faults on the OHL sections of such circuits are usually temporary, while there is a higher
probability that faults on UGC sections are permanent. To maintain power system reliability and
security, auto-reclose (AR) schemes are typically implemented to minimize outage duration after
temporary OHL faults while blocking AR for UGC faults to prevent equipment damage. AR of a
hybrid UCG–OHL transmission line, therefore, requires effective identification of the faulty section.
However, the different electrical characteristics of UGC and OHL sections present significant chal-
lenges to existing protection and fault location methods. This paper presents a selective AR scheme
for mixed conductor circuits based on the evaluation of differential currents in multiple defined
protection zones, using distributed current transformer (CT) measurements provided by passive
optical sensing. Case studies are conducted with a number of different UGC–OHL configurations,
and the results demonstrate that the proposed scheme can accurately identify the faulty section,
enabling effective selective AR of a comprehensive range of mixed conductor circuit topologies.
The proposed scheme is also more cost effective, with reduced hardware requirements compared to
conventional solutions. This paper thereby validates the optimal solution for mixed circuit protection
as described in CIGRE Working Group B5.23 report 587.

Keywords: auto-reclosing; mixed conductor circuit; overhead transmission lines; underground
cables; multi-zone differential current protection; distributed sensing

1. Introduction

Auto-reclosing (AR) of overhead transmission lines (OHLs) during temporary faults
has been widely adopted to minimize the disruption of power supply. It replaces the
need for manual intervention, thus reducing outage times, operational costs, and safety
risks to maintenance personnel [1]. Timely AR of critical transmission circuits also helps
maintain the overall system stability. However, environmental constraints and public
preference favor the use of underground cables, particularly in urban areas [2]. The
increasing instances of mixed (or hybrid) conductor circuits containing sections of both
OHLs and UGCs warrants the need for selective AR functions, as UGC faults are usually
a result of cable damage and are more likely to be permanent. Accurate identification
of the faulty section of a mixed conductor circuit is therefore necessary to block AR of
faults on UGCs to prevent further damage. However, mixed circuits pose challenges to
traditional power system protection functions due to the different electrical characteristics
of the UGC and OHL sections. Generally, the impedance per unit length of a UGC section
is different from that of an OHL section. Under internal fault conditions, the impedance
varies linearly with the distance to the fault for an OHL section, while this relationship
is nonlinear for a UGC section [2]. This increases the complexity of applying traditional
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impedance-based protection and fault location methods to mixed circuit protection, as they
may fail to accurately determine the faulty section.

The challenges of determining the proper distance protection settings for a mixed
circuit, including the impacts of different cable earthing arrangements on the zero sequence
compensation factor, are presented in [2]. Determining appropriate distance protection
settings may require simulation studies using cable models that can accurately reflect the
impedance characteristics of multiple cable earthing arrangements, thus increasing the com-
plexity of such a scheme [3]. Distance protection cannot achieve absolute discrimination
and its performance can be severely limited in the presence of multiple cable sections [2].
Analyses of the propagation characteristics of travelling waves in mixed OHL–UGC cir-
cuits, along with methods using arrival time [4–6] and amplitudes [7] of travelling waves,
are proposed. Travelling waves are subject to reflection and attenuation at UCG–OHL
transition points, increasing the complexity of fault location algorithms and leading to
poor discrimination for faults close to the transition points. These methods also require
high-resolution data along with high-bandwidth communication links. Reference [8] uses
comparisons of PMU measurements at each end terminal of a mixed circuit and calcu-
lates terminal voltages using a transmission line model to determine the fault location.
This method requires voltage and current synchrophasors, knowledge of the exact circuit
topology, and accurate line model constants of each section. A review of machine learning
(ML) methods, including artificial neural networks, used to classify fault location based on
features extracted from voltage and current measurements can be found in [9]. The variety
of mixed OHL–UGC circuit topologies, difficulties in accessing realistic and sufficient
training data, and a lack of representative simulation models hinder the performance of
ML methods to determine accurate fault discrimination for mixed OHL–UGC circuits.

Conventional protection methods (e.g., distance and travelling wave) show poor per-
formance for faults occurring near UGC–OHL transition points and are not adaptable
to different mixed circuit topologies or circuits with multiple cable sections. Differential
current protection using optical current transformers (OCTs) offers accurate fault discrimi-
nation using passive sensors and fiber optic (FO) cables [10]. However, there is a constraint
on the fiber length [10] and multiple cable sections require multiple dedicated fiber ca-
bles [2], increasing the cost of the method. This paper proposes the application of a fiber
Bragg grating (FBG) optical distributed sensing platform, as described in [11], to achieve
selective AR of mixed conductor circuits via a multi-zone differential protection scheme.
Multiple instrument transformer measurements are transduced into changes in Bragg
grating wavelengths, which are detected at the end of the fiber cable (up to 60 km) by an
interrogator. These sensors do not require any power or additional infrastructure, resulting
in a passive, distributed sensing platform capable of delivering time-synchronized volt-
age and current measurements. A distributed sensing platform allows for monitoring of
multiple cable sections and any mixed OHL–UGC topology in an economic manner. These
measurements can enable a technically and economically effective multi-zone differential
protection scheme for mixed circuit protection which is capable of identifying the exact
faulty section. This will allow selective AR of such circuits, improving power system
reliability and security in the presence of mixed OHL–UGC circuits.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly describes the
distributed sensing platform and introduces the principle of a multi-zone differential
scheme using an example of mixed circuit topology. Case studies demonstrating the
performance of the scheme for multiple mixed circuit topologies and fault conditions
are presented in Section 3. Section 4 discusses the advantages of the proposed method in
comparison to other common approaches. Finally, conclusions and future recommendations
on the applications of distributed sensing to the protection and monitoring of mixed
conductor circuits are presented in Section 5.
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2. Selective Auto-Reclosing Scheme
2.1. Distributed Sensing Platform

The distributed sensing platform utilized in this paper consists of conventional current
transformers (CTs) with secondary connected FBG modules, connected via a single FO cable
which is terminated at a single interrogator unit deployed in the substation. Multiple FBG
modules (up to 60) can be connected to a single interrogator, thereby allowing one single
interrogator to monitor multiple cable sections. The FBG modules do not require auxiliary
power supplies, may be connected to existing CTs (if available), and are interfaced via
existing FO cables available in high-voltage (HV) circuits. In contrast, Figure 1b illustrates
the hardware requirements for a traditional differential protection scheme, which requires
relays at each cable terminal, including at the transition points. Such an approach requires
multiple relays, auxiliary power supplies, and dedicated communication infrastructure at
(possibly remote) transition points, thus presenting significantly higher costs and complex-
ity levels compared with the proposed scheme, based on the distributed sensing platform,
presented in this paper.
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The interrogator unit contains a light source that is transmitted via the FO cable. The
FBG modules transduce the current measurements into Bragg grating wavelengths which
are detected at the interrogator and converted into time-synchronized current measurement
samples in real time. Further details on this process can be found in [12]. The interrogator
unit can host monitoring and protection algorithms including standard phasor extraction
methods, for example, discrete Fourier transform (DFT) [13], as well as the proposed
selective AR scheme. It should be noted that the FBG sensors, interrogator processing
algorithms, and data filtering and pre-processing are not modelled in this paper. Applying
the distributed sensing platform to mixed circuits, two-ended CT measurements from n
multiple cable sections are transduced using FBG sensors (two per UGC section, resulting
in 2n sets of three-phase sensors), and transmitted via a single FO cable to an interrogator
unit in the substation, as illustrated in Figure 1. In this paper, the distributed sensing
platform is assumed to be installed in conjunction with the existing primary protection,
for example, conventional differential protection using measurements from the terminals
of the mixed circuit (but not the transition points). Distributed sensing, therefore, allows
for economic monitoring of the transition points, which is used as inputs for the proposed
selective AR scheme. However, the distributed sensing platform and proposed scheme can
be utilized for primary protection if desired.

2.2. Multi-Zone Differential Protection Scheme

This section will present the principle of the proposed selective AR scheme using
a multi-zone differential protection operation with an example mixed circuit, shown in
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Figure 1, which contains two UGC sections and an OHL section. Each cable section
comprises a cable conductor and a metal sheath that provides physical protection for the
cable as well as a return path for fault current. Under normal operating conditions, current
flowing through the cable will induce a voltage in the cable sheath. If the cable sheath was
grounded at both ends, this voltage would drive a sheath current, leading to heating losses
in the cable. To prevent this, cable bonding techniques are used to bond and earth cable
sheaths while eliminating or reducing sheath currents. A typical configuration, named
single-point bonding, is shown in Figure 1. In this bonding method, one end of the sheath
is grounded at the substation and the other end is connected to earth via a sheath voltage
limiter (SVL). The SVL is a surge arrestor that protects the cable’s outer insulation from
overvoltage during transient conditions. The cable section is monitored via conventional
CTs installed around the insulated cable. Solid core or split core CTs can be used. The
CT secondary outputs are interfaced with FBG-based sensors that are multiplexed via a
standard single-mode FO cable. At the transition points T1 and T2, the cable (including
the sheath) is routed on a riser pole, transmission tower, or other supporting structure.
The cable conductor is connected to the OHL via a cable bushing, and the sheath earth
conductor is routed to an earth connection. Before being earthed, the sheath must also
be passed through the CT installed around the underground cable, as shown in Figure 1
and described in [14] (i.e., the sheath is passed back through the CT to cancel out the
current the sheath carries). Such a configuration reduces the insulation requirements for
the CT (because the HV cable is already insulated) and is generally safer (in case of CT
internal failure) compared to instrumenting the HV OHL directly. This configuration
also does not require additional space at the transition point, as it is directly installed
around the underground cable [14]. Monitoring of mixed circuit transition points using the
described CT configuration incorporated into a distributed sensing platform also eliminates
power requirements at remote locations and enables simple and well-understood protection
principles to be applied. Therefore, the effective CT measurement, IT, at the transition point,
T, is:

I T = ICC + ISH − ISH−E (1)

where ICC, is the current flowing through the cable conductor, ISH is the current circulating
through the cable sheath, and ISH−E is the current flowing to earth via the sheath SVL.
ISH−E effectively cancels out the sheath current from the CT measurement. This is impor-
tant because the cable sheath may provide a path for earth fault current, thus impacting the
selectivity of a differential protection for external faults to earth. It also enables the scheme
to provide protection for faults on the cable bushing, as discussed further in Section 3.3.
A typical current differential protection scheme using a two-slope characteristic [15], as
illustrated in Figure 2a, is implemented for each phase, using a single UGC section using
(2)–(4):

IUGC
d = |IM + IT | (2)

IUGC
r =

|IM|+|IT |
2

(3)

where the tripping conditions is provided as:{
IUGC
d > k1 IUGC

r + Is1, if IUGC
r ≤ Is2

IUGC
d > k2 IUGC

r + (k1 − k2)Is2 + Is1, if IUGC
r > Is2

(4)

where IM is the cable termination end current; IT is the effective cable transition end current
measured by the CT at the transition point; IUGC

d is the differential current; IUGC
r is a

restraining current; Is1 is the relay minimum pick-up current; Is2 represents the point at
which the relay slope switches; and k1 and k2 are the relay bias slopes. Such a two-slope
biased characteristic is commonly adopted and increases the stability and selectivity of the
differential protection under various conditions, e.g., under large external fault currents [15].
Internal cable faults will result in current flowing from both ends of the cable towards
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the fault, leading to high differential current and low restraint current. External faults or
non-fault conditions will result in similar current flowing through both CTs, resulting in
low differential current and high restraining current. Equation (4) can therefore be used
to determine whether a fault is internal or external to the cable section allowing AR to be
blocked for internal cable faults. Current phasors from n multiple cable sections monitored
by the distributed sensing platform can then be incorporated into a multi-zone differential
protection scheme, hosted within the interrogator unit, to facilitate selective AR. Terminal
measurements from each monitored UGC section are input to (2)–(4). Equation (4) describes
the criteria to determine if the fault is located on a UGC section. All UGC sections are
monitored and a fault on any UGC section will trigger the block AR decision. The proposed
scheme, therefore, defines an independent differential current protection zone for each
UGC section, using the enhanced monitoring capability of the distributed sensing platform,
and uses simple relaying logic to achieve selective AR of mixed circuits, as summarized in
Figure 2b.
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3. Case Studies
3.1. Single UGC–OHL Mixed Conductor Circuits

The mixed conductor circuit consisting of a single UGC and OHL section was mod-
elled and simulated in the MATLAB/Simscape environment. The associated parameters
of the test system are presented in Table 1. Typical cable parameters for a cross-linked
polyethylene (XLPE) cable with an aluminum polyethylene-laminated (APL) sheath, avail-
able from [16], and overhead transmission line parameters, available from [17], were used.
The cable arrangement was assumed to be flat and the rated withstand voltage of the
cable sheath was assumed to be approximately 31 kV for a 132 kV-rated cable [18]. The
protection voltage of the SVL was, therefore, set to a value below this threshold, as the
withstand rating may degrade with time [18]. For this case, the UGC length was set at
1 km and the OHL section was set at 10 km, representing a typical scenario of a UGC
section being used to connect an OHL circuit to a substation due to physical space or
environmental constraints. Faults were simulated on the OHL section and on the UGC
section. The cable CT measurements were input into Equations (2)–(4) to determine the
faulty zone and block AR for internal cable faults. Figure 3 illustrates the performance
of the proposed scheme for a mixed conductor circuit consisting of a single UGC and
OHL section. Figure 3a illustrates the calculated differential and restraining quantities,
as calculated by Equations (2)–(4), respectively, present in the UGC section for the faulty
phase of a conductor to earth external fault on the OHL. It is observed that the restraining
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quantity exceeds the differential current. Based on Equation (4), the AR is not blocked, as
shown by the logical 0 value of the Block AR output illustrated in Figure 3b. Figure 3c
illustrates the calculated differential and restraining currents present in the UGC section
for the faulty phase of a conductor-to-sheath-to-earth internal fault on the UGC section. It
is observed that the differential current exceeds the restraining current. This satisfies the
condition defined in Equation (4), and the AR is blocked as shown by the logical value 1 of
the Block AR output illustrated in Figure 3d.

Table 1. Test System Parameters.

Parameter Description Value

Vbase System base voltage 132 kV
f System frequency 50 Hz

Sbase System base power 100 MVA
Sfault Substation fault level 8 GVA
Arad UGC conductor radius 42.0 mm
Brad UGC sheath radius 98 mm
Crad UGC outer radius 108 mm

RUCG UGC conductor resistance per length 0.0201 Ω/km
RSH UGC sheath resistance per length 0.065 Ω/km

LUCG UGC conductor inductance per length 0.55 mH/km
CUCG UGC capacitance per length 0.304 µ F/km
Rline OHL resistance per length 0.124 Ω/km
Xline OHL reactance per length 0.192 Ω/km
CL-L OHL line-to-line capacitance per length 0.301 µF/km
CL-G Line-to-ground capacitance per length 0.1 µF/km
VSVL Sheath voltage limiter protection voltage 30 kV

k1 Differential current relay bias slope 1 0.3
k 2 Differential current relay bias slope 2 1.5
Is1 Relay minimum pick-up current 1.0 A secondary
Is2 Slope 1, slope 2 transition point 5.0 A secondary
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3.1.1. Impact of Fault Resistance and Fault Location

To assess the performance of the proposed scheme for various fault conditions, faults
of varying fault resistances were simulated at different locations along the UGC and OHL
sections. The UGC terminal end currents were provided to the differential protection
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scheme, as described by Equations (2)–(4), to determine the faulty zone and, therefore,
achieve selective AR. For ease of illustration, Equation (4) can be expressed as:

IUGC
d

KIUGC
r

> 1 (5)

where KIUGC
r represents the appropriate restraint characteristic described by the expres-

sions in Equation (4). The ratio of the differential and restraint quantities described in
Equation (5) (i.e., the multi-zone differential protection decision) was plotted for different
fault resistances and locations along both the UGC and the OHL. The selective AR decision
boundary is a plane corresponding to the value of 1 on the z-axis. If the ratio is above this
threshold, the fault is internal to the UGC section, so the trip condition for that particular
UGC section and, consequently, the Block AR signal, will be activated. On the contrary, if
the ratio is below this threshold, the fault is external to the UGC and AR can be enabled;
therefore, the Block AR signal is inactive. Figure 4a shows the results for the faulty phase
of a conductor-to-sheath-to earth fault on the UGC section. The fault locations along the
UCG are illustrated relative to the substation terminal. The results indicate that for all
fault resistances and locations along the UGC section, the fault was identified as internal
to the UGC section and AR was blocked. Figure 4b shows the results for the faulty phase
of a conductor-to-earth fault on the OHL section. The fault location along the OHL is
defined relative to the UGC–OHL transition point. The results indicate that for all fault
resistances and locations along the OHL section, the fault was identified as external to
the UGC section and AR was not blocked. The faulty zone was correctly identified, with
the selective AR achieved even for fault locations near the UGC–OHL transition (distance
along UGC > 90% and distance along OHL < 10%). This demonstrates that the proposed
scheme can provide selective and dependable performance near UGC–OHL transition
points, which is challenging to achieve with conventional methods.
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3.1.2. Impact of SVL

The SVL protects the sheath sectionalizing insulators and cable jackets from tran-
sient overvoltage associated with lightning, switching transients, and faults. Metal oxide
varistors (MOVs) are widely adopted as SVLs due to their fast transient response and
compact design. The current flowing in the metal sheath can be influenced by the nonlinear
resistance characteristic of the MOV-based SVL. The MOV exhibits a large resistance and,
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hence, permits only very limited current conduction for voltages below the protection
voltage. When the voltage is above this threshold, there is a rapid decrease in resistance
and, hence, a large increase in current conduction with the increase in applied voltage [19].
The SVL is typically not designed to mitigate overvoltage resulting from external system
faults or internal cable faults [18]. However, to ensure the performance of the proposed
method in the case of SVL conduction, a typical MOV characteristic was incorporated into
the simulation. Under transient conditions, for example, a large fault current flowing in the
cable conductor induces a large transient overvoltage, triggering the SVL. This will result in
a non-sinusoidal current flowing within the cable sheath because of the nonlinear varying
resistance of the MOV. Due to the CT installation method adopted in the proposed scheme,
the sheath’s return to earth is passed back through the CT to cancel out the current the
sheath carries, resulting in an effective CT measurement, as described by Equation (1) [14].
This effectively eliminates the impact of the SVL and will not compromise the detection
of the faulty section. It should be noted that if the CT is installed only around the outer
cable jacket (including the sheath and cable conductor), without the sheath return routed
through the CT, the sheath current influenced by the SVL can impact the performance of
the proposed scheme. Figure 5a compares the cable terminal CT currents for an external
fault near the transition point with SVL conduction using the adopted CT method, with
the sheath return routed through the CT and the CT installed on only the outer cable
jacket. It can be observed that when the sheath current is not routed through the CT at
the transition point, the measured current is influenced by the SVL, leading to a distorted
waveform. Figure 5b shows that under such conditions, an external fault can be identified
as an internal fault within the protected zone, leading to an incorrect AR block signal.
This highlights the importance of the CT installation method in the proposed scheme. In
contrast, the adopted CT installation effectively mitigates the impact of SVL sheath current
leading to a correct Block AR inactive signal. Similarly, under internal fault conditions, the
proposed method can operate effectively, regardless of the SVL conduction, with negligible
impact on performance compared to results presented in previous sections.
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3.1.3. Impact of Bonding Technique

AC current flowing through a cable conductor can induce voltages in metal sheaths. If
the metal sheaths are earthed at both ends forming a closed circuit, then induced voltage
will drive a circulating sheath current, leading to heating losses and a reduction in the cable
current rating. Therefore, other approaches to cable sheath bonding are widely adopted
to reduce induced sheath currents, thus reducing sheath current losses in the cable. As
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described previously, single-point bonding connects one end of the cable sheath directly
to earth, with the other end connected via an SVL, which provides protection against
transient overvoltages. However, this method is usually adopted for short cable lengths.
Sectionalized cross bonding, as illustrated in Figure 6, is typically adopted for high-voltage
cables, especially with a long cable section. The cable sheath is interrupted at defined points
and connections are made between sheaths of the successive phase. This effectively results
in out-of-phase induced voltages being summed, thus greatly reducing the total induced
voltage, which limits circulating sheath currents. SVLs are installed at the cross-bonding
points to protect the sheath interconnections from overvoltages. The impedance variations
introduced by sheath cross-bonding must be considered for distance-based protection
methods, leading to increased complexity. To demonstrate the performance of the proposed
scheme for UGC sections with sheath cross-bonding, a test system was created to include
sectionalized cable sheath cross-bonding. The UGC section is 30 km in total, with sheath
cross-bonding via an SVL applied at 10 km sections, as shown in Figure 6. Figure 7a
shows the results for the faulty phase of a conductor-to-sheath-to-earth fault on the UGC
section. The fault locations along the UCG are illustrated relative to the substation terminal.
The results indicate that, for all fault locations, the fault was identified as internal to the
UGC section and AR was blocked. Figure 7b shows the results for the faulty phase of a
conductor-to-earth fault on the OHL section. The fault location along the OHL is defined
relative to the UGC–OHL transition point. The results indicate that, for all fault locations,
the fault was identified as external to the UGC section and AR was not blocked. The results
illustrated in Figures 4 and 7 indicate that the proposed differential protection scheme
can achieve selective AR for different bonding techniques, without any changes to the
protection algorithm.
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3.2. Different Mixed Conductor Topologies

Varying physical and environmental constraints along transmission circuit routes can
lead to several different mixed conductor circuit topologies. Figures 1 and 8 illustrate three
commonly found mixed circuit topologies, as reported in [2]. Figure 8 shows a two-ended
circuit with multiple series connected UGC sections, Figure 8a shows a two-ended circuit
with a UGC section in between two OHL sections, commonly referred to as a siphon circuit,
and Figure 8b shows a two-ended circuit with multiple, parallel UGC sections. To assess
the performance of the proposed mixed circuit protection scheme for a wide range of
mixed circuit topologies, the three scenarios described were modelled. One-kilometer cable
sections with single-point bonding and 10 km OHL sections was modelled, and faults with
a resistance of 100 ohm were simulated at the mid-point of each UGC cable section and OHL
section. The cable terminal currents, as would be measured by a passive distributed sensing
system, are provided to the protection scheme described by Equations (2)–(4). Table 2
illustrates the results of the proposed scheme for the different mixed circuit topologies
and different fault types. Based on the physical structure of cables, it is expected that
the faulty loop will typically include the conductor-to-sheath-to-earth path. Such faults
are, therefore, the focus of this paper. The results show that selective AR was achieved,
with AR blocked for internal UGC section faults and not blocked for external OHL faults,
for all mixed circuit topologies and faults simulated. Similar results were obtained for
circuits consisting of multiple series connected UGC and OHL sections, representative
of transmission routes that are subject to physical and environmental constraints. This
demonstrates the adaptability of the proposed multi-zone differential protection scheme for
all mixed circuit topologies. A distributed sensing platform integrating multiple sensors via
a single fiber cable reduces the complexity and cost of monitoring multiple cable sections.
Depending on the installed CT locations, alterations to the proposed scheme can also
be easily achieved and hosted on the interrogator. For example, selective AR has also
been achieved by adopting three- or four-ended differential protection zones for parallel
UGC sections. Due to space constraints, these results are not presented in this paper. The
enhanced monitoring capability of the distributed sensing platform combined with the
high selectivity of the proposed multi-zone differential scheme can offer cost-effective,
selective AR of mixed conductor circuit topologies.
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Table 2. Performance of the proposed scheme for different mixed circuit topologies.

Mixed Circuit Topology
Fault Scenario IUGC

d
IUGC

r Block AR (Y/N)
Fault Location Fault Type Phase A Phase B Phase A

Two-ended circuit with multiple
series connected UGC–OHL sections

UGC_1

A-Sh-E 1.2725 0.0426 0.0379 Y

A-B-Sh-E 1.0803 1.410 0.0437 Y

A-B-C-Sh-E 1.2312 1.2312 1.2312 Y

OHL

A-E 0.0170 0.0425 0.0382 N

A-B 0.0162 0.0165 0.0396 N

A-B-E 0.0129 0.0175 0.0436 N

A-B-C 0.0159 0.0159 0.0159 N

UGC_2

A-Sh-E 1.6392 0.0420 0.0435 Y

A-B-Sh-E 1.5442 1.6358 0.0437 Y

A-B-C-Sh-E 1.6123 1.6122 1.6122 Y

Two-ended circuit with UGC section
between OHL sections (siphon)

OHL_1

A-E 0.0101 0.0126 0.0126 N

A-B 0.0103 0.0102 0.0127 N

A-B-E 0.0103 0.0102 0.0126 N

A-B-C 0.0100 0.0100 0.0100 N

UGC

A-Sh-E 1.8009 0.0127 0.0126 Y

A-B-Sh-E 1.6222 1.6149 0.0128 Y

A-B-C-Sh-E 1.8013 1.8013 1.8013 Y

OHL_2

A-E 0.0101 0.0126 0.0126 N

A-B 0.0100 0.0100 0.0126 N

A-B-E 0.0103 0.0102 0.0127 N

A-B-C 0.0099 0.0099 0.0099 N

Two-ended circuit with parallel
cable sections

UGC_1

A-Sh-E 1.3332 0.0045 0.0046 Y

A-B-Sh-E 1.3331 1.3332 0.0458 Y

A-B-C-Sh-E 1.3331 1.3332 1.3332 Y

UGC_2

A-Sh-E 1.3331 0.0045 0.0046 Y

A-B-Sh-E 1.3332 1.3332 0.0490 Y

A-B-C-Sh-E 1.3332 1.3332 1.3332 Y

OHL

A-E 0.0136 0.0491 0.0421 N

A-B 0.0133 0.0135 0.0451 N

A-B-E 0.0132 0.0132 0.0455 N

A-B-C 0.0132 0.0132 0.0132 N

3.3. Faults on Insulator/Cable Sealing End at Transition Points

Conventionally, the protected zone of a differential protection scheme is bounded by
the location of the CTs. However, the protected zone of the proposed scheme is influenced
by the earthing arrangements and the CT installation method at the UGC–OHL transition
point. As described previously, the cable and sheath conductor are terminated via a cable
bushing on a riser pole or structure at the transition point. The sheath return is then routed
through the CT and earthed via the SVL. Consider an earth fault occurring on the cable
bushing. Fault current flows through the phase conductors from both the UCG and OHL
sections to the fault point, and the sheath and sheath return provide paths for the current
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to flow to earth. The faulty loop current flowing in the cable sheath and sheath return is
influenced by the operating point (i.e., impedance) of the SVL and results in current flowing
into the protected zone via the sheath, due to the CT configuration, as shown in Figure 9a.
The SVL is not typically designed to conduct during cable faults or earth faults in the power
system [18]. A cable bushing fault is simulated, as shown in Figure 9a, using the test system
and parameters described in Section 3.1. Figure 9b shows the differential and restraint
currents observed by the protection CTs. Figure 9c illustrates that the proposed scheme
detected the fault on the cable bushing, confirming that the protection zone includes the
cable bushing at the transition point. It should also be noted that OHL faults that result in
insulation flashover at the cable sealing end will, therefore, result in fault current flowing
into the protected zone via the cable sheath, resulting in blocked AR. This can be beneficial,
as a cable sheath which has been subjected to high fault currents, along with the cable
terminations, bushings, or surrounding equipment, may be damaged by such a fault.
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4. Discussion

The results presented in Section 3 illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed multi-
zone differential scheme to correctly identify the faulty zone of mixed OHL–UGC circuits
under a variety of circuit topologies and fault conditions. This demonstrates that the
proposed method can achieve selective AR of such complex circuits. Table 3 highlights the
benefits and limitations of several commonly applied or proposed mixed OHL–UGC circuit
protection methods and compares them to the proposed scheme presented in this paper. It
is evident that the proposed multi-zone differential protection scheme, enabled by passive
distributed sensing, addresses all the limitations of other commonly applied or proposed
methods described in the literature. The proposed scheme can successfully discriminate
between UGC and OHL section faults near UGC–OHL transitions as well as for different
mixed circuit topologies and bonding arrangements. This provides improved performance
over distance protection and travelling wave methods. The passive distributed sensing plat-
form consisting of CTs and FO sensors multiplexed via a single FO cable (over a distance of
up to 60 km from the nearest substation) eliminates the need for additional equipment and
auxiliary power supplies at UGC–OHL transitions, as required by traditional differential
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current protection methods. The need for dedicated communication networks, as required
by traditional differential current protection methods, is also eliminated. The communica-
tion latency of the optical sensing platform is relatively small and predictable compared to
conventional hard-wired communication links and can be accounted for in the interrogator
preprocessing [20,21]. This mitigates against communication latency and ensures accurate
time synchronization of measurements. The CTs with secondary connected FBG modules
described in this paper have been certified, to an accuracy of 5% or higher, to a standard
limiting factor for protection applications, as described in IEC 61869 [22]. The improved
monitoring capability of the distributed sensing platform using FBG sensors also offers
clear advantages over optical CTs, which require dedicated FO cables per UGC section
and are suitable only for relatively short cable sections due to limitations on FO cable
length. Distributed sensing, therefore, allows for easier and more cost-effective monitoring
of a wider range of mixed UGC–OHL topologies (including multiple cable sections and
bonding configurations) in comparison to conventional protection approaches or optical
CTs. The approach is commercially available for industry applications in HV circuits [23].
Additionally, the proposed distributed sensing-enabled multi-zone differential protection
scheme can be utilized as a primary protection method.

Table 3. Comparison of the proposed scheme with other mixed conductor circuit protection methods.

Method Advantages Limitations

Distance protection [2]
� No additional equipment at transition point.
� Does not require communications infrastructure

� Does not provide 100% selectivity
� Complex for multiple cable sections
� Impacted by different UGC sheath bonding methods

Travelling wave [4] � No additional equipment at transition point

� Does not provide 100% selectivity, particularly near
transition point

� Requires high sampling rates and high-bandwidth
communications

� Prone to communications link failure

Current differential
protection with CTs and
conventional relays [2]

� Provides 100% selectivity

� Requires IEDs, CTs, and auxiliary power supplies at each
transition point

� Requires high-bandwidth communications infrastructure
and time synchronization of relay measurements

� Prone to communications link failure

Current differential
protection with
optical CTs [10]

� Provides 100% selectivity
� No IED or auxiliary power supply required at transition

points

� Requires dedicated optical fiber cable for each
cable section

� Limitation on length of optical-fiber cable (<10 km)
� Prone to fiber link failure (damaged fiber optic cable)

Current differential
protection using distributed
sensing (proposed scheme)

� Provides 100% selectivity
� No IED, auxiliary power supply, or active electronics

required at transition point
� Only requires installation of CTs and sensors at transition

point; can also secondary-connect to existing CTs
� Scales to multiple cable sections and parallel conductors;

can be monitored easily by multiplexing sensors using a
single FO cable

� Interrogator unit performs mixed circuit protection and
other functions onboard, minimizing the required
substation footprint

� Prone to fiber link failure (damaged fiber optic cable,
although approaches with redundancy are possible)

5. Conclusions and Future Work

Mixed UGC–OHL circuits are becoming more prevalent due to increasing demand in
dense urban areas and the associated environmental and physical space constraints along
power transmission and distribution routes. Selective AR of such circuits is important to
maintain power system reliability and security by reconnecting circuits after temporary
OHL faults. However, AR of mixed UGC–OHL circuits for UGC section faults can result in
permanent damage and should be blocked. To achieve this, a selective AR based on the
multi-zone differential protection principle using a passive distributed sensing platform
has been proposed. The proposed method provides CT measurements at UGC section
terminals to a two-slope multi-zone differential protection scheme. The proposed method
has been applied to a comprehensive range of practical mixed OHL–UGC topologies and
fault scenarios through simulations conducted in the MATLAB/Simscape environment.
The results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed scheme in achieving selective
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AR of mixed UGC–OHL for various fault conditions, UGC sheath bonding methods, and
mixed circuit topologies. The proposed method, therefore, provides a dependable, secure,
and highly selective AR method for mixed UGC–OHL circuits, thus providing a promising
solution for enhancing power system reliability and security in the presence of such circuits.
Although the simulation results presented in this paper do not model the distributed
sensing platform, the impacts of CT saturation, and other potential hardware related issues,
these are well understood and can be resolved through proper power system protection
practices. It can also be noted that the solution is immune to factors such as communications
delays and data loss. The impact of measurement errors has not been assessed in this paper,
but are expected to have negligible impact of the proposed differential protection scheme,
as the distributed sensing platform is compliant with widely adopted protection class
measurement accuracy standards (IEC 61869) [22].

The proliferation of converter-interfaced renewable energy sources (RESs) and the
need to connect such RESs while meeting environmental and physical space constraints
will lead to an increase in mixed UGC–OHL circuits interfacing RESs to power networks
with reduced fault levels. The converter-modulated fault characteristics of RESs have been
shown to impact the dependability of transmission lines’ differential current protection
under such conditions [24]. Therefore, the impact of the proposed scheme under different
fault characteristics and weak system conditions associated with a high penetration of RESs
should also be investigated. Distributed sensing also allows for high-resolution synchro-
nized waveform measurements of UGC section currents and voltages. Such measurements
can enable novel monitoring and protection functions using data analytic approaches.
Temperature and strain sensors can also be integrated into the distributed sensing platform.
These measurements can be correlated with electrical parameters to provide improved
health monitoring of cables, terminations, and joints. The application of high-resolution,
time-synchronized measurements available from a distributed sensing platform to the
monitoring, protection, and control of mixed UGC–OHL circuits under power network
conditions with a high penetration of RESs, therefore, represents a promising avenue for
further research.
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Nomenclature

AR Auto-reclose
FBG Fiber Bragg grating
MOV Metal oxide varistor
OHL Overhead transmission line
RES Renewable energy source
SVL Sheath voltage limiter
UGC Underground cable
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